Controlling a biped robot to walk stably is a challenging task considering its nonlinearity and hybrid dynamics. Reinforcement learning can address these issues by directly mapping the observed states to optimal actions that maximize the cumulative reward. However, the local minima caused by unsuitable rewards and the overestimation of the cumulative reward impede the maximization of the cumulative reward. To increase the cumulative reward, this paper designs a gait reward based on walking principles, which compensates the local minima for unnatural motions. Besides, an Adversarial Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic (ATD3) policy gradient algorithm with a recurrent neural network (RNN) is proposed to further boost the cumulative reward by mitigating the overestimation of the cumulative reward. Experimental results in the Roboschool Walker2d and Webots Atlas simulators indicate that the test rewards increase by 23.50% and 9.63% after adding the gait reward. The test rewards further increase by 15.96% and 12.68% after using the ATD3 RNN, and the reason may be that the ATD3 RNN decreases the error of estimating cumulative reward from 19.86% to 3.35%. Besides, the cosine kinetic similarity between the human and the biped robot trained by the gait reward and ATD3 RNN increases by over 69.23%. Consequently, the designed gait reward and ATD3 RNN boost the cumulative reward and teach biped robots to walk better.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biped robots are able to overcome obstacles in complex environments because they choose the contact point on the terrain freely [1] . However, it is still a challenge to control the biped robot to walk stably. Unlike the robot manipulator, which is fully-actuated and limited in a specific workspace, the biped robot is an underactuated, high dimensional, nonlinear, and hybrid system, and it needs to interact with complex environments in real-time [2] .
To realize the locomotion control of the biped robots, most existing research utilized model-based methods, which include a feedforward trajectory planner and a feedback sensory controller [3] , [4] . The trajectory planner optimizes the future trajectory of the swing foot and the torso under the constraints of environments, kinematics, and stability. Considering the high degrees of freedom of the biped robots, a linear inverted pendulum model [5] can be combined with the zero-moment point (ZMP) criteria to optimize the gait trajectory [6] . However, the designed trajectory based on the simplified model may be suboptimal and unnatural. To generate the whole-body motion more accurately, the fullbody dynamics of the robot can be estimated in a simulation environment (e.g. MuJoCo) and the model predictive control (MPC) method can be utilized to optimize the future trajectory in real-time [7] . The optimized trajectories are then converted to the joint trajectories using the inverse kinematics of the robot. Although the model-based methods have achieved an acceptable performance for controlling biped robots, there are still several limitations. The modelbased methods are based on the accurate dynamic model, which is difficult to obtain for real robots. Additionally, the online trajectory optimization is a constrained nonlinear optimization problem and requires a high computational cost, which limits the bandwidth of the controller.
Reinforcement learning (RL), a type of data-driven method, is able to address the aforementioned problems [2] . On the one hand, the RL trains the robot to directly learn controllers from experiences without the requirement of the robotic model [8] . On the other hand, a neural network can directly map the states of environments and robots to the actions [9] - [12] , which is more efficient than optimizing the trajectory in real-time. The core of the RL is to train the robot to take the action that maximizes the expected cumulative reward. The reward represents the objective and inappropriate rewards may lead to the local minima. Besides, the cumulative reward includes the reward in the future, which cannot be measured directly. To maximize the cumulative reward, the situations of local minima should be reduced and the error of estimating the cumulative reward should be decreased.
Designing an appropriate reward needs to analyze the specific task and is usually a case study, and thus many endto-end RL methods do not consider the specific characteristics of each control problem and directly utilize the default reward provided by the simulators [13] - [15] . However, these methods may fall into the local minima and generate an unnatural motion that is unacceptable for robots, especially wearable robots [16] . An intuitive approach to reduce the situations of local minima is to incorporate some prior knowledge [17] . Peng et al. adopted the RL to train the simulated robots to imitate a wide variety of captured motion clips, including backflip and cartwheel, and accomplish user-specified goals [17] . Xie et al. utilized the deep RL to control the Cassie robot to imitate a designed reference motion [18] . However, the imitation learning needs to input a reference motion to the neural network to estimate the next actions, which limits the motion of the robot and just solves the trajectory tracking problem. As discussed before, planning a trajectory is also problematic and it is still difficult to control the robot without the reference trajectory. Therefore, the reward based on the online reference motion is not appropriate. It remains a problem to design a suitable reward for the biped robot.
As for the problem of estimating the cumulative reward, the actor-critic based RL is designed recently to address it [13] - [15] . The critic network estimates the Q-value, which is the expected cumulative reward of the input states and actions, while the actor-network generates the action that maximizes the Q-value. Under such a greedy strategy, the critic may overestimate the Q-value and result in a suboptimal actor [15] . To address this issue, Fujimoto et al. designed a Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic policy gradient algorithm (TD3) with two critics to estimate the Q value more accurately [15] . However, the actor of the TD3 only maximizes the Q value of one critic, which may affect the accuracy of estimating the Q value.
Given the possible limitations of the general end-to-end RL and imitation learning on controlling the biped robot, a natural question is how to design an appropriate reward for the biped robot without a reference motion. The answer in this paper is to design a gait reward based on walking principles, including the gait cycle and the stance phase, to evaluate the historical gaits of the robot. To further increase the cumulative reward, this paper also designs an Adversarial TD3 with a recurrent neural network (ATD3 RNN) to consider the relationship between two critics and maximize the mean of Q-values estimated by two critics. The ATD3 RNN is first evaluated using a biped robot (RoboschoolWalker2d-v1) with six degrees of freedom based on the Roboschool, which is an open-source robot simulator developed by OpenAI. This paper also builds an Atlas robot with reinforcement learning interfaces in the Webots, which is a professional robotics simulator, to further evaluate the proposed method.
The key contributions of the present paper include: 1) Propose a gait reward based on walking principles, which assist the robot to avoid some situations of the local minima. 2) Design a pair of adversarial critics and maximize the mean of their Q-values using a recurrent neural network to further improve the learned policy. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The biped walking problem and designed reward system are introduced in section II. Section III proposes our ATD RNN algorithm. Section IV gives the experimental setup, results, and corresponding discussions. Section V concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, the biped robot model and its observable states and controllable actions are described. Then the ob-jective and the default reward of controlling such a biped robot are introduced. Finally, this paper designs a gait reward, including the reward of the double support period, the gait cycle, and the crossover gait.
A. Biped robot model
This paper focuses on the planar walking, and thus the Roboschool Walker2d used in this paper is a 2D biped robot. The Atlas robot built in the Webots is also connected with a boom, which enforces the Atlas robot to walk in the sagittal plane (see Fig. 1 ). The 2D biped robot usually has seven links: a torso, a right/left thigh, a right/left shank, and a right/left foot. Six actuated joints, including a right/left hip, a right/left knee, and a right/left ankle, connect the above links. The joints can only rotate in the sagittal plane. There are 22 observable states in the state vector s t for both the Walker2d and the Atlas robot: 
B. Reinforcement learning
The basic idea of the RL algorithm is to train the robot to learn a behavior by maximizing the expected reward. At each time step t, the robot selects the "optimal" action a t ∈ A according to the current state s t ∈ S and the policy π(a t |s t ) : S → A. The robot will receive a reward r t from environment to evaluate the state-action pair and transform to the next state s t+1 . Therefore, the objective is to maximize the expected cumulative reward J as:
where γ is a discount factor of the short-term reward. 1) Default rewards: The default objective of the biped robot is to walk as fast as possible and remain stable in a constant time period. Roboschool simulator provides a default reward, which is set as r d t for a time step t: Fig. 1 : Overview of the ATD3 RNN and the gait reward. The ATD3 RNN has an actor and two adversarial critics consist of multiple dense layers and a gated recurrent unit (GRU), which is a kind of RNN. The adversarial critics estimate Q-values and maximize the mean squared error (mse) between each other. The input of the GRU is a state sequence of a fixed length s t that includes state vectors in a time sequence and the end vector of s t is the current state vector. The actor receives s t and outputs an optimal action a t to maximize the mean of Q-values. The exploration noise ε t is added on the a t to avoid the local minima. The ATD3 RNN degrades to ATD3 if the GRU is replaced by a dense layer and the sequence length is 1. The simulator generates a default reward and updates a new state sequence s t+1 based on the s t and a t . The default reward is added with a designed gait reward to the reward r t . The gait reward includes rewards which encourage the robot to walk (stage 1) and teach the robot to learn walking principles (stage 2). The s t , a t , r t , and s t+1 are combined in a tuple and saved in a buffer, which provides the samples for training the actor and critics. β and γ are two discount factors.
where r a t is a positive constant if the pose of the torso is natural otherwise is a negative constant; r p t is proportional to the forward speed; r τ t is inverse proportional to the power and torque of the joint motors; r l t and r c t punish the agent when the joint angle approaches the limit or the self collision happens.
2) Gait reward: Experimental results show that the robot trained by the default reward sometimes inclines to stand rather than walk. The reason may be that standing is a stable status and robot can get at least an alive reward. Conversely, walking is unstable in most situations unless the robot has learned a suitable walking pattern that achieves a dynamic balance. To avoid the local minima of the standing behavior and other unnatural motions, an appropriate reward needs to be designed. Previous researchers have trained the robot to track a desired reference motion [17] , but this strategy limits the motion of the robot and needs to input a planned trajectory. In this paper, only some principles of human gait are utilized to evaluate the historical gait of the robot, and thus the robot can move freely without tracking a trajectory. The gait reward is based on a complete gait and is a sparse reward, which adds the same reward in the evaluated gait. A complete gait starts at the right heel strike and ends at the next right heel strike and the gait cycle should be higher than 25 time steps. The gait reward r g is defined as:
where different sub gait rewards describes different principles of human gait, which are described in the Table I and in the following paragraphs. The first objective is to train the robot to walk stably rather than stand, and thus rewards in the stage 1 include:
• Offset reward (-0.5): It is used to decrease the alive reward at each time step to avoid remaining standing. • The reward of the double support period r s : The double support period t s is defined as the continuous time steps when two feet are both in contact with the ground. A double support period only lasts for about 10% of a complete gait [19] , and thus r s is negative and the episode is finished if the double support period t s is higher than a threshold. Gait number r n = 0.05 * (n t+500 − nt)
Left heel strike
Crossover gait
After the robot finishes two complete gaits, the robot starts to learn walking principles. The rewards in the stage 2 inclue:
• The reward of gait number r n : It is proportional to the number of future gaits within 500 timesteps. r n is added because walking a long distance requires the robot to walk stably for multiple gaits. Walking can be seen as a sequential model [20] , and the end state of the last gait is the initial state of the current gait. A suitable initial state will promote the robot to achieve the gait stably. • The reward of the left heel strike r lhs : It is to encourage the time of the left heel strike t lhs to approach the middle time of a gait cycle T g to imporve the gait symmetry [19] . The Tanh function is used to map the reward from (-infinity, +infinity) to (-1, 1). • The reward of the crossover gait r cg : The leading leg of a human changes in a gait cycle [19] , and r cg is related to the relative position between the ankle and the hip, which is calculated using the joint angles of the hip and knee, when the heel strike happens. • The reward of the gait symmetry r gs : There is a gait symmetry betwen two sides for humans [19] , and thus r gs is proportional to the averaged cosine similarity between the joint angular curves of the right leg q r j and those of the left leg q l j . The joint angular curves start at the ipsilateral heel strike and end at the next ipsilateral heel strike. While training the robot, the overall reward is set as −0.5 + r d t + r g . To objectively compare with the state-of-art result, the reward remains the default reward r d t while testing the robot.
III. ATD3 RNN ALGORITHM
The framework of the proposed Adversarial Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic policy gradient algorithm with a recurrent neural network (ATD3 RNN) is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . ATD3 is based on the TD3 algorithm [15] , [21] and adds an adversarial loss between two critics and calculate the mean of their Q-values to further mitigate the problem of overestimating Q-value. As explained in II-B, the actor is a policy network π φ (a t |s t ) with parameters φ, which generates an optimal action a t to maximize the expected reward. Two adversarial critics Q θi (s t , a t ) with parameters θ i (i = 1, 2) predict the expected reward for the pair of current state sequence s t and action a t . The following sections will introduce the network architecture and explain how to design the loss for training π φ and Q θi to find the optimal parameters φ and θ i .
A. Actor
The actor consists of a GRU and two dense layers with rectified linear units (ReLU) between each layer and a final tanh unit following the output layer (see Fig. 1 ). The actor takes the state sequence s t ∈ R T ×22 of a fixed length T as the input and generates the optimal action a t ∈ R 6 based on its parameters φ to update the torques or angles of six joint motors on the robot directly. To maximize the expected reward J(φ), the parameters of π φ can be updated using the inverse gradient of the J(φ) based on the deterministic policy gradient(DPG) theorem [21] :
where the α and Z are the learning rate and the parameter to normalize the gradient, respectively.
B. Adversarial critics
The critics in this paper are composed of a GRU and three dense layers with ReLU units (see Fig. 1 ). Each critic takes the state sequence s t ∈ R T ×22 and the action a t ∈ R 6 as inputs and estimates the expected reward J(φ). The parameters of each critic are updated through the temporal difference (TD) learning based on the Bellman equation, which is a fundamental relationship between the Q-value of the current state-action pair and that of the subsequent state-action pair:
To calculate the E st+1,at+1 [Q θ (s t+1 , a t+1 )] in the (6), previous researchers designed a target network Q θ (s, a) to preserve a fixed objective y over multiple time steps [15] :
where the new action a t+1 is generated from a target actor network π φ . To train the critic network to estimate the target objective y accurately, the loss of the critic network is usually a mean squared error between the current Q-value Q θ (s t , a t ) and the target objective y:
Because the above Q-value is updated with a greedy target y = r t + γ max at+1 Q θ (s t+1 , a t+1 ) and the actor network is updated using the DPG theorem, it is possible to overestimate the Q-value [15] . The overestimation error can be accumulated since (7) may create an error feedback loop: the suboptimal critic highly rates the suboptimal action and influences the next update of the actor.
To mitigate the overestimation error, TD3 creates two independent critics Q θ1 and Q θ2 and two corresponding target critic networks Q θ 1 and Q θ 2 . Then the objective is updated using the minimum value of two target Q-values:
Because two critics track the same objective y, they may not be independent after training many times and the effect of selecting the minimum Q-value will be weakened. To address this issue, this paper designs an adversarial loss L a (θ i ):
where β ∈ [0, 0.5) is a temperature parameter to control the importance of the adversarial loss and is set at 0.1. The output layer for each critic Q θi (i = 1, 2) is updated based on the gradient descent. To simplify the equation, here we ignore the input s and a.
where α is the learning rate. As shown in (11) , the gradient β(Q θi − Q θ3−i ) caused by the adversarial loss increases the step size of the Q θi if (y−Q θi ) and (Q θi −Q θ3−i ) are of the same sign, otherwise it decreases the step size of the Q θi . When y−Q θ1 and y−Q θ2 are of the same sign, the adversarial loss increases the step size of one Q-value while decreases the step size of another to promote these two Q-values to distribute on different sides of the target objective y. After y − Q θ1 and y − Q θ2 are of opposite signs, the adversarial loss decreases the step size of two Q-values. Because the temperature parameter β is lower than 0.5, the gradient y − Q θi is dominant and lead the Qvalue to converge to the targe y. Therefore, the adversarial loss does not prevent Q-values from converging to the target and it promotes two Q-values to distribute on different sides of the target objective y during the training process. Then the minimum target Q-value will be the lower boundary of the target Q-value. This strategy may underestimate Q value, but the underestimation is preferable to overestimation because it is less possible to explicitly propagate the underestimated actions through the policy update [15] . Besides, the mean of Q values will be closer to the target Q-value than the single Q value and improve the performance of the learned policy.
The ATD3 uses the same hyperparameters as TD3 [15] . Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 10 −3 is used to train the network. All transitions are saved in a buffer, and 100 transitions are sampled from the buffer to train the network after finishing an episode. The number of training times equals to that of the time steps in the current episode. To remove the dependency of the initial parameters, the robot adopts random actions in the first 10,000 time steps. Besides, a Gaussian noise of N (0, σ) is added on the output action to explore different situations. The ATD3 algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, which is an improved version of TD3 [15] .
Algorithm 1 ATD3
Initialize critics Q θ1 , Q θ2 and the actor π φ using random parameters θ 1 , θ 2 , φ. N (0, σ) , and observe reward r t and new state
if an episode is finished then for i = 1 to time steps in the episode do
IV. RESULTS

A. Ablation study of different gait rewards
Although the sub gait rewards provided in Table I seem to be plausible, some rewards may have negative effects on training the biped robot to walk. To find the optimal gait rewards, the ablation studies of the gait rewards were first implemented with the Roboschool Walker2d robot through the OpenAI Gym [22] . In each trial, the Gym simulator and the actor-critic networks were initiated randomly, then the robot was trained for 0.3 million time steps and evaluated every 5000 time steps. The exploration noise was set as N (0, 0.1) in the training stage. Each evaluation reported the average episode reward with no exploration noise in 10 episodes. The gait rewards designed in this paper were only added in the training process, and the evaluated reward was the sum of the default reward r d in an episode, which allows others to repeat the experiment conveniently. The maximum number of time steps in each episode was 1000, and the simulation would stop earlier if the robot fell.
In the ablation experiments, the designed rewards were summed incrementally and the TD3 was utilized to train the robot. For each combination of the rewards, five random trials were repeated. The mean and standard deviation values of the evaluation results for different rewards are shown in Fig. 2 . The results indicate that the optimal choice is the sum of the default reward r d , the reward of the double support period r s , the gait number r n , the left heel strike r lhs , and the crossover gait r cg , which can be denoted by r d +r g . The r d +r g may not be the best because the sequence of rewards affects the combination of the rewards in the ablation study, but it is much better than the default reward. The reward of gait symmetry r gs slightly negatively affect the test reward, possibly because the robot sometimes needs to sacrifice the gait symmetry and adjust the gait to rebalance. 
B. Test rewards using different methods
The effects of different methods were then analyzed in the Roboschool and Webots simulators. The exploration noise and the maximum training time steps were changed to N (0, 0.2) and 1 million in the Webots simulator. Other experimental setups were the same in two simulators.
The evaluations were compared among four different methods: using TD3 and the default reward (TD3 + r d ), adding the optimal gait reward and using TD3 (TD3 + r d +r g ), ATD3 (ATD3 + r d +r g ), or ATD3 with RNN (ATD3 RNN + r d +r g ). The contrast results are illustrated in Table II and Fig. 3 .
In the Roboschool Walker2d task, the highest test reward is 1592.06 ± 578.32 without the gait rewardr g . The robot sometimes remains standing to obtain the alive reward. After adding the gait reward, the mean of test reward increases 23.50% and the variance decreases a lot (see Table II ). Hence, the gait reward promotes the robot to walk better. The ATD3 further improves the results. As shown in Fig. 3 , the test reward of ATD3 increases more stably than that of TD3, and thus the adversarial loss and the mean Qvalue make ATD3 more robust. Besides, the robot obtains a higher test reward using ATD3, which is 1.43% higher than using TD3. The test reward achieves 14.32% higher after adding the RNN because the historical states are also utilized to estimate the Q-value and select the optimal action. The r d +r g and ATD3 RNN assist the robot to achieve the highest test reward, which is 43.21% higher than using the TD3 and the default reward. Besides, The r d +r g and ATD3 RNN help to decrease the variance of the test reward, which increases the stability of the result. With lower variance, RL methods become more reproducible. However, there was a probability that the reward did not converge after using the RNN, and the probability increased with the sequence length of the RNN, possibly because the longer sequence length increased the state-action space. The sequence length of the RNN was set at 2 in this paper, which decreased the failure probability to about 5% estimated in 20 repeating trials.
The evaluation results are similar in the Webots Atlas task. As shown in Table II , the mean of the highest test reward using TD3 + r d +r g , ATD3 + r d +r g , ATD3 RNN + r d +r g increase 9.63%, 17.54%, and 23.53% compared to that of using TD3 + r d . As shown in Fig. 5 , the variance of the test reward using the ATD3 is also lower than that using the TD3, which validates that the adversarial critics and averages Q values can increase the stability of training the robot. Besides, ATD RNN accelerates the learning process of the Atlas robot, which is similar to the results of the Walker2d. Fig. 3 : Learning curves for the Roboschool Walker2d and Webots Atlas tasks. The shaded region represents a standard deviation of the mean evaluation in five repeating training experiments. Curves are smoothed uniformly using an exponential moving average filter whose weight is 0.8.
C. Estimated Q-value TD3, ATD3, are ATD3 RNN are updated using the deterministic policy gradients, which may induce the overestimation of the Q value and affect the final performance of the learned policy [15] . Section III-B and (10)- (11) qualitatively analyzed that the adversarial critics and the average Q values can assist to estimate the true Q value more accurately. To validate this theory, the Q values estimated by the critics and the true Q values are compared among the above three methods in the Roboschool simulator. The training reward and test reward should be the same for evaluating the Q value, and thus they were set as the default reward with an offset r d − 0.5 to decrease the probability of remaining standing. Besides, the trial was repeated and Q values were revaluated if the robot remained standing after training. As shown in Fig. 4 , The above three methods can all decrease the error between the estimated Q value and the true Q value gradually. The ATD3 can decrease the normalized error of Q value (lower mean) and more stably (lower standard deviation) than the TD3. The mean of the absolute normalized error of the Q value in the last 50,000 time steps for the TD3, ATD3, and ATD3 RNN are 19.86%, 9.99%, and 3.35%, respectively. Hence, the adversarial critics and the average Q values improve the estimated result of the Q value, which may explain that the test rewards in two simulators increased after using the ATD3 and ATD3 RNN.
D. Gait similarity between robots and human
The animation of the walking results trained by ATD3 RNN + r d +r g are visualized in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . The Walker2d is able to achieve one complete gait in 1.13 s, and the gait cycle of the Atlas is about 0.64 s. The gait learned by the Walker2d and Atlas are similar to the walking and running gait of human, respectively.
A purpose of setting a gait reward is to teach the robot to learn bipedalism from the walking principles of humans. To illustrate the learned results of the biped robot, the joint angle of the hip, knee, and ankle are shown in Fig. 7 . The saved policies in 5 random training trials were utilized to control the robot. Then the trajectory of the robot was segmented into different gaits based on the foot strike event. The gait starts at the foot strike event and ends at the next ipsilateral foot strike event. The joint angles in a gait may have different lengths and were re-sampled to the length of 100. Then the mean values of the joint angles in a gait were calculated and plotted in Fig. 7 . We also calculated the cosine similarity between joint angles of human and those of robot, and the similarity results for TD3 + r d , TD3 + r d +r g , ATD3 + r d +r g , and ATD3 RNN + r d +r g are 0.34, 0.38, 0.45, and 0.71 for the Roboschool Walker2d robot, and 0.39, 0.54, 0.46, and 0.66 for the Webots Atlas robot, respectively. The Walker2d and Atlas using ATD3 RNN + r d +r g achieves 108.82% and 69.23% higher similarity than using TD3 + r d . Therefore, the gait reward and proposed ATD3 RNN increases the kinematic similarity between human and robot, even if there is no human joint angle nor handcrafted reference trajectory. The true Q value is estimated by sampling 1000 state-action pairs from the replay buffer, setting them as the initial states of the environment in 1000 episodes, and calculating the average expected cumulative reward shown in (2) in these 1000 episodes. The estimated Q value is calculated every 1000 time steps and the true Q value is estimated every 10,000 time steps. The normalized error of Q value is to divide the error between the estimated Q value and the true Q value by the true Q value. Five random trials are repeated to calculate their mean and standard deviation values, which are represented by the lines and shades areas, respectively. did not consider the prior knowledge of the biped walking, which may lead the robot to fall into the local minima and learn strange motions. Additionally, the value-based RL may overestimate the cumulative rewards. To increase the cumulative reward, this paper proposed a gait reward and an ATD3 RNN algorithm. The gait reward was set based on walking principles and assisted the robot to escape from the local minima (e.g., standing). The ATD3 RNN further increased the cumulative reward by decreasing the error of estimating the Q value via designing two adversarial critics, averaging Q values, and adding an RNN. The proposed gait reward and algorithm were evaluated on two robots: Roboschool Walker2d and Webots Atlas. The experimental results showed that the ATD3 RNN decreased the error of estimating the expected reward from 19.86% to 3.35%. The proposed gait reward (r g ) and ATD3 RNN led to 43.21% and 23.53% higher reward than only using the TD3 and the default reward on the two robots. The cosine similarity between human gait and the motion generated by the Walker2d and Atlas with ATD3 RNN + r d +r g were 108.82% and 69.23% higher than those with TD3 + r d . Hence, the proposed reward and ATD3 RNN reduced the situations of the local minima and decreased the error of estimating the cumulative reward, and thus increased the cumulative reward and taught the robot to walk better.
